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Peace and Love
Vasco (aka RaginRamen)

Give it up for the writers included, who are all passionate about IndieGames. They deserve
to be read, followed, and showered with Ramen!

I love you all! The passion and work you put in are phenomenal. Keep making your dreams
come true!

Welcome, Everyone!

The second month running with the help of incredible, passionate, talented writers who
have allowed me to use a portion of their reviews in my magazine (so go check them out!

There is more content available this month, with even me picking up the figurative pen. It’s
no surprise though, as November has been a stellar month packed with spectacular
IndieGames. We have the beautiful, the mysterious, the down-right strange, the thrilling,
and the adventurous!

I’m only sad I could not fit all the titles I wanted to, but 43 pages aren’t bad, right?

Hey Poor Player
Twitter: @HeyPoorPlayer
Website: https://www.heypoorplayer.com

The Game Crater
Twitter: @TheGameCrater
Website: https://www.thegamecrater.com

Gladiator50n
Twitter: @Gladiator50n
Writer for Website: https://www.gamesreviews.com

Indie Hive
Twitter: @IndieHiveGaming
Website: https://indie-hive.com

Indie Game Picks
Twitter: @IndieGamePicks, @Zaratoth, @MaryAnagnos78 (Zozoulini)
Website: https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/

Vulgar Knight
Twitter: @knight_vulgar
Website: https://vulgarknight.com/

EDITOR’S NOTE
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6-9 The Legend Of Tianding
Yes, he was a thief, but we learn he was also
a Hero, and a symbol, and a Legend.

10-11 Nuclear Blaze
I went down, down, down and the flameswent
higher! And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of
fire

14-15 Okinawa Rush
With PC gamers getting an early start, should
Switch folk don the obi? %$£@ yeah!

16-17 Growbot
If you’re looking for a cozy new world to
snuggle deeply into, Growbot is ready when
you are..

28-29 Moonglow Bay
Treading Familiar Waters.

32-33 Hourglass
Co-op puzzle platformer where you are your
best partner.

34-37 Conway: Disappearance At
Dahlia Drive
A Hitchcock-like detective story.

40-43 Inscryption
A horror paragon of our time
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18Spectacular Sparky
20HappyGame
21SubwayMidnight
22 ToTheRescue
23Unpacking
25Dead Estate
26 - 27 Evertried
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My favourite stories are legends and lore
from other cultures. We are all so beautifully
different and yet the same. On the other side
of Earth from me, there was a Taiwanese
“Robin Hood” who stole from the rich and
gave to the poor. Yes, he was a thief, but we
learn he was also a Hero, and a symbol, and
a Legend.

The Green Hooded Elephant In
The Room
Everywhere I look, there are comparisons to the well
known western tale of Robin Hood, but as we delve
deeper into The Legend of Tianding, there is pirate
treasure, an oppressive regime, rebels, and huge feats
of heroics. I am definitely interested in learning more
about this figure in history and who he was.

Developer: CGCG Publisher: Neon Doctrine On: Windows From: Steam, Epic

Thief? Rebel? Hero? Legend!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1406850/The_Legend_of_Tianding/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/the-legend-of-tianding
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1406850/The_Legend_of_Tianding/
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Rebellion or Treasure?
We see early on that Tianding has a good heart and
really cares about how people are treated, whether
you are Taiwanese or Japanese. So, when you join
the 28 Mansions, a rebel force, you know he isn’t
just doing it for the shiny buried treasure in their
back garden.
What I love most are the characters. Your sister
A-Guai is saving up to buy her freedom without your
help. The detectives Matsumoto and Iioka, who
early on are antagonists hot on Tiandings trail, you
grow to love them and see a sympathetic side to
them.
Also, I cannot forget, there are different endings!
Upon finishing the game, I was almost quick to
judge, but I quickly learnt that I got the bad ending.
I’ve watched the good ending now, and it is so worth
all the pointless ‘fetch quest’ side missions (literally
the only thing in the game I didn’t care for) Do it!

Woah Manhuas!
I love the art style. You must love the
art style too, right? You wouldn’t be
curious enough to read this review
if it hadn’t pulled you in.
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The whole story is told within Chinese comic-style
panels. The detail in the art is beautiful, bringing to
life a variety of environments. City streets, to
moving train, and waterfall backdrops. Each
character design stood out, with Chen Liang-Jiou a
favourite of mine.

Knife, Bazooka, or Sash?
I’ve talked about the story and how beautiful the
game looks, but this is a beat-'em-up game, so let’s
throw some punches. Your default weapons are
short swords and your sash. That sash, however, is
super useful in stealing weapons from the different
types of enemies you encounter. All the acrobatics
and fighting are rendered in a smooth animated
style, that is fast-paced and so cool to watch, with
each boss showing off unique attacks and patterns
to learn. That’s right, this is not a game you can beat
with button mashing, trust me I tried, eventually
you’ll need to suck it up and learn to dodge and read
the enemy’s attacks.

Wrapping It Up
I thought I was heading into an adventure with a
cheeky protagonist, robbing the rich and giving to
the poor. What I got was a window into a period of
time I did not know about, characters I genuinely
cared for, combos that were so so satisfying to
pull off, and an experience I highly
recommend.
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Safety first, you must wear a helmet at all times
whilst reading this review. Done? Good!
Now to answer our burning question...

When I first jumped into the blazing fire, I didn’t think about
the dangers, how long my night would stretch as I put out
fires or the mysteries I would uncover.
However, once the smoke dissipated, it was clear to see,
Nuclear Blaze is a worthwhile experience. It has so much
going for it in a tiny package.

Starting out as an entry into Ludum Dare, the original
concept was created in 48hrs, as a fun game their 3-year-
old could play. This initial motivation inspired one of the
biggest reasons I love this game.

The ‘Kid Mode’ is a wonderful addition. You can’t die, water
is infinite, controls are simplified, and there are helicopters
and trucks everywhere! Who doesn’t love that?

With this mode, Nuclear Blaze is accessible for more
people to have fun.

However, if you’re like me and think you can handle the
heat, there is plenty to keep you on your toes.

The fire is continuously spreading. If you leave even a
cinder lying around, you’ll quickly find a welcoming inferno
upon your return. There are numerous obstacles too! You
will encounter falling debris from weakened ceilings,
electrical fires, and devastating backdrafts.

Developer: Deepnight Games Publisher: Deepnight Games On: Windows From: Steam, Itchio

I went down, down, down and the flames went higher!
And it burns, burns, burns, the ring of fire

… the game became more
and more complex and
quickly turned out to be too

difficult for him: I then decided
to add a specific "Kid mode"

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1662480/Nuclear_Blaze/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/the-last-campfire/home
https://deepnight.itch.io/nuclear-blaze
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1662480/Nuclear_Blaze/
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1662480/Nuclear_Blaze/
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OUT ON PC, PS4/5, XB1/X, SWITCH - DECEMBER 14TH

https://youtu.be/0a0DrshyIKc
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CLICK POSTER TO GO TO YOUTUBE TRAILER

https://youtu.be/0a0DrshyIKc
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Okinawa Rush is a love letter to all the
fighting games of my youth. I’m not
delusional in thinking this gamewasmade for
me, but I’d wager that the developers may
have lived off the same diet of games as us
16-bit veterans used to play back in the day.

With two main modes to choose from – Arcade or Story
– you select one of three martial arts masters as they
attempt to avenge the death of their loved ones and
return a stolen scroll taken by the deadly Black Mantis
Clan. If you think the ninja are good guys, think again.
They’re absolute bastards (said in the best dubbed
Golden Harvest voice).

Okinawa Rush is a side-scrolling arcade game with
platforming elements that resemble some of the best
games that graced the Amiga: IK+, First Contact, Street
Fighter II, First Samurai… they’re not all exclusive to the
platform, but there’s a definite undertone on quality here.

The versatility of moves and fluidity in this game is
impressive. It’s like a side-scrolling SFII as you shoot
projectiles out of your palms or perform a Final Fight-like
face planting piledrivers on any chump stupid enough to
get close to you.

Developer: Sokaikan Ltd Publisher: No Gravity Games
On: Windows, SWITCH (PS4, XB1 Coming Soon) From: Steam, GoG

With PC gamers getting an early start, should Switch
folk don the obi? %$£@ yeah!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/777670/Okinawa_Rush/
https://www.gog.com/game/okinawa_rush
https://store.steampowered.com/app/777670/Okinawa_Rush/
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Forget Neo and bullet dodging: can he block shurikens
with his forearms? Good luck with the latter.

As easy as it is to block (walk into the attack), combat is
frantic, and I’ll admit that despite my stylish moves
learned in the dojo before departing, I was soon button-
mashing in fear of losing my continues.

Besides the onslaught of ninjas, samurai and demons,
you’ll be grabbing as much treasure as you can. The
significance of this is initially to rank on the
leaderboards, but in terms of your inner development,
you can invest in your dojo and improve your character’s
stats.

Okinawa Rush, in my opinion, is brutally hard, but the
gameplay is so visceral, it’s a highlight of 2021. It was
like jumping back into a time machine playing all those
beloved games in one, only with highly responsive
controls and a move set that packs a punch. Highly
recommended and perhaps even a GOTY contender?

Article by Vulgar Knight

Read The Full In-Depth Review At The Source

Twitter: @knight_vulgar
Website: https://vulgarknight.com/

https://vulgarknight.com/okinawa-rush-switch-review/
https://vulgarknight.com/review/embr-review/
https://twitter.com/knight_vulgar
https://vulgarknight.com/
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/661680/Growbot/
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Article by Heather Johnson Yu

Read The Full In-Depth Review At The Source

Twitter: @HeyPoorPlayer
Website: https://www.heypoorplayer.com

Growbot is a genuine delight that
will reawaken the joy of children’s
storybooks within you. Featuring
stunningly magical hand-drawn
illustrations and an incredibly
imaginative biopunk setting,
Growbot takes players on a journey
filled with vibrant color, verdant
beauty, dazzling light, and warm
characters. If you’re looking for a
cozy new world to snuggle deeply
into, Growbot is ready when you are.

Let’s talk about those aesthetics, as that’s
probably what drew you to Growbot in the first
place (I know that’s what sold me!) — they’re
so enchantingly cozy, I felt like I was playing
a children’s book the entire time. Fitting, as
the illustrator, Lisa Evans, *is* a children’s
book illustrator! The hand-drawn
environments were beyond magical, I felt like
I could pull a swathe of moss up like a blanket
and fall asleep in this ethereal world. And the
characters? Every last one a childlike delight
— especially that Starbelly. I NEED a real-life
one to snuggle up against and let all my
problems melt away in its warm fur.

When it comes to puzzles, Growbot doesn’t
disappoint. Like most point and click games,
players will need to pick up objects in the
environment and combine them with others
for use on things like doors and other
characters. Unlike others in the genre,
Growbot makes a distinction between items
that can be combined and items that have
realized their full potential, separated on the
right and left sides of the screen, respectively.
I liked this little change in UI because it took
out a lot of the guesswork when it came to
items, meaning that the items weren’t the
puzzles, *actual* puzzles were.

In fact, I’d say that’s Growbot’s biggest selling
point — it feels whimsically yet cozily childish
in the best possible way. I was immediately
transported back to my childhood bedroom,
memories of snuggling up with a good book
at night giving me the warm fuzzies. Sure, the
story may have been a bit of an info dump at
the end, but it didn’t stop the journey from
being a perfectly pleasant experience. And
seriously — any age me, from 3 to 30, would
KILL for a Starbelly. Consider this my official
petition to get a real Starbelly (or at least a
Starbelly plush).

Developer: Wabisabi Play Publisher: Application Systems Heidelberg
On: Windows, Mac, Linux From: Steam, GoG, Humble

The Little Growbot That Could

https://www.heypoorplayer.com/2021/10/26/growbot-review-pc/
https://vulgarknight.com/review/embr-review/
https://twitter.com/HeyPoorPlayer
https://twitter.com/knight_vulgar
https://www.heypoorplayer.com
https://folioart.co.uk/illustrator/lisa-evans/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/661680/Growbot/
https://www.gog.com/game/growbot
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/growbot
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Sparky is a loveable Bounty Hunter with big guns and
a serious trigger finger. Go on an intergalactic
adventure through space as a sociopathic space-
bunny who loves his job. That’s all that really matters
in life, that you enjoy what you do, right?

The story is simple. Sparky likes money. Sparky enjoys
blasting living things into dust. Sparky happy. Trust me, no
one is happier than Sparky. In the face of death and
danger, he never stops smiling. I’m not even sure he blinks
once during the game. There is a colourful cast of ruthless
characters you meet, one of which is Nightshade, a
legendary Bounty Hunter that Sparky fanboys over every
time you meet her.
There are plenty of easter eggs scattered throughout all
the levels. Some are nods towards inspirations for

Spectacular Spark, and others are little billboards or graffiti
showing IndieGames that the creators loved. All this, plus
the level designs, tell me that FreakZone is very
passionate about what they do. There is a lot of love for
90s run and shoot platformers and the era of white-glove
cartoons.

You don’t want to sleep on this game. It is only 3hrs long,
but it is a rollercoaster of a 3hrs that will have you playing
it again and again. The only thing I think it is missing is an
arcade mode for that extra added nostalgic difficulty.

Developer: FreakZone Games Publisher: Nicalis Inc. On: Windows, SWITCH From: Steam,Epic

SPECTACULAR SPARKY
A self-diagnosed sociopathetic, bounty-hunting...
Space-Bunny?

There is a lot of love for
90s run and shoot
platformers and the era of

white-glove cartoons.

OUT ON PC, MAC, PS5, AND XBX - DECEMBER 7TH
CLICK ON THE POSTER FOR THE YOUTUBE TRAILER

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1300100/Spectacular_Sparky/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1300100/Spectacular_Sparky/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/spectacular-sparky
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
https://youtu.be/ZXxSladVCLY
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OUT ON PC, MAC, PS5, AND XBX - DECEMBER 7TH
CLICK ON THE POSTER FOR THE YOUTUBE TRAILER

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
https://youtu.be/ZXxSladVCLY
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You know when you shouldn’t but you still do? “It
can’t be that macabre and disturbing,” you tell
yourself. I’ll be fine playing this late at night... Well...

I do exaggerate, but only slightly. Happy Game is a
nightmarish journey into a child's nightmare. There is a lot
open to interpretation, and nothing is explained. This is
fantastic for people who want to explore the narrative and
symbolism in the visuals. Knowing this, I’m sure you can
understand, it’s not just the decapitations and giant man-
eating rabbits that are keeping me up at night. Trying to
understand what the hell I have just been through is
enough to make anyone lie awake.

Despite the steam store page describing the game as “A
little boy falls asleep to a horrible nightmare”, I think it is
much more than that, and possibly a grown man reliving
child trauma through the use of drug therapy. Like I mentioned earlier, there is symbolism everywhere,

from scattered and broken toys to a world of forced smiles.

Amanita Design does what they do best, and that is to
create outstanding and detailed visuals. You might
remember them from the more well known Samorost
series, Machinarium, and Botanicula. Their art style is
instantly recognisable, even if they have gone for a darker
tone than usual.

After a nightmare fuelled experience, I can fully endorse
this experience. It’s a short 2 hours playthrough, but you
will not be disappointed. Remember, be happy!

Developer: Amanita Design Publisher: Amanita Design On: Windows, Mac, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, Itchio

HAPPY GAME
Why did I play this before going to sleep?

It’s not just the decapitations and
giant man-eating rabbits that are

keeping me up at night.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1206060/Happy_Game/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1206060/Happy_Game/
https://www.gog.com/game/happy_game
https://amanitadesign.itch.io/happy-game
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Read The Full In-Depth Review
by Rachael Brearton of Indie
Hive Here.
Twitter: @IndieHiveGaming

Developer: Bubby Darkstar Publisher: Agggro Crab On: Windows From: Steam, Epic

SUBWAY MIDNIGHT
“How can I go, meeting and exorcising my own ghosts
here! I’ve made some new ones now.” – Sylvia Plath

Subway Midnight is a surreal new horror game. It sees
players make their way through a haunted subway
train of seemingly infinite carriages whilst being
chased by a mysterious stalker. There are spooky
ghosts to meet along the way and a variety of puzzles
to make the journey more challenging!

Subway Midnight’s gameplay is closely linked to the
narrative and consists of progressing through the train,
engaging with the spectres and often having to complete
puzzles or challenges in order to reach the next carriage.
These include memory-based and logic puzzles alongside
speed or stealth challenges to name a few.

Subway Midnight has some heavily stylised visuals that
add to the overall creepiness of the game. The aesthetic is
generally quite dark but features vibrant, even garish
colours and psychedelic effects that create a sense of
unease. This is added to by the often unconventional

camera angles of the third-person view. The artwork in the
different carriages is highly varied and original ranging
from clean and colourful cartoons to distorted and
pixelated scenes with limited visibility that create genuine
discomfort!
There isn’t much on offer in the way of music but Subway
Midnight does a fantastic job of implementing its eerie
sound effects to add to the atmosphere.

If you like horror and are looking for something a bit
different, this game is sure to satisfy!

The ever-changing carriages are
a constant surprise.

https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/09/22/if-on-a-winters-night-four-travelers/
https://indie-hive.com/subway-midnight/
https://twitter.com/indiehivegaming
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1750570/Subway_Midnight/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1750570/Subway_Midnight/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/subway-midnight-cad3ad
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Read The Full In-Depth Review
by Zaratoth of Indie Game
Picks Here.
Twitter: @IndieGamePicks

Have you ever dreamed of having your own dog
shelter and find new families for all those fluffy
friends? If yes, this is a management game you should
definitely try out!

20% of the total dev profits go to the Petfinder
Foundation, so getting the game also helps out on a
good cause!

There are two available modes to play. A story mode and
a free-form mode (classic to most management/tycoon
games out there). In both cases, you’ll have to create your
avatar, along with their personal dog.

What differentiates this from other Management games is
that you fully control your player character, similar to
games like Stardew Valley. You have to run all over the
place, to cleanup after the dogs (or the dogs themselves), make sure they are fed, vaccinated and happy, as well as

present them to possible adopters. As the place expands
you can hire NPC help and set up tasks, but you always
have things you must do yourself.

All in all, To The Rescue! is a fun little game, which actively
helps with real-life problems by sharing part of its profits.

Developer: Little Rock Games Publisher: Freedom Games On: Windows, Mac, SWITCH From: Steam, Epic

TO THE RESCUE
Who’s a good boy? You’re a good boy!

Getting dogs adopted earns you
cash, the lifeblood of every

management game out there.

https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/09/22/if-on-a-winters-night-four-travelers/
https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/11/10/to-the-rescue/
https://twitter.com/IndieGamePicks
https://store.steampowered.com/app/946720/To_The_Rescue/
https://www.petfinder.com
https://store.steampowered.com/app/946720/To_The_Rescue/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/to-the-rescue-a6c254
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You saw it here first!
Review by Zozoulini of Indie
Game Picks, full review here.
Twitter: @IndieGamePicks

Developer: Witch Beam Publisher: Humble Games
On: Windows, Mac, Linux, PS4/5, XB1/X, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, Humble

UNPACKING
A Puzzler without very strict rules tells a life story without
words!

This game wants you to take out of boxes various
things such as toys, books, computers, clothes,
cookware, plants and more and arrange them
wherever it seems fit in its 8 levels. There isn’t a time
limit, score and leaderboards and the only real
restrictions are the available space and the fact that
not everything goes everywhere. Store clothes in the
closet, pans and mixers go in the kitchen and so on. If
you want to go crazy though, you can!

Each level, a single room to a full house, is connected to
an important event in the life of a woman, starting from her
first all by herself room as a child in 1997 and ending to a
cosy home she shares with her partner as they are
expecting a baby in 2018.

The objects give information about the personality, the

hobbies and profession of our anonymous character and
also the person with whom she lives together -a roommate,
a boyfriend etc. Some stuff follows her through the years
as she moves from place to place and others are left
behind as she passes from childhood and adolescence to
adulthood. I even saw a toy related to Witch Beam's
previous work a couple times

...Unpacking as a zen experience
and I believe that it is exactly

this. Witch Beam also attached
particular importance to developing an
accessible game!

https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/11/24/unpacking/
https://twitter.com/IndieGamePicks
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1135690/Unpacking/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1135690/Unpacking/
https://www.gog.com/game/unpacking
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/unpacking
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OUT ON PC - NOVEMBER 23RD (SWITCH, XB1 IN DECEMBER)
CLICK ON THE POSTER FOR THE YOUTUBE TRAILER

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
https://youtu.be/_IM9_jDCn7g
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Ever wonder what a shooter game in a mansion full of
monsters is like? Well Dead Estate is that game. It is a
beautiful pixel game in which you can pick multiple
characters and do a rogue-lite run going room to
room, floor after floor, by killing monsters.

However, as you progress through each level, the
monsters get stronger and smarter. You will have to
change your strategy as you progress through each floor,
and before you can go to the next floor you will have to fight
a mini-boss that can be quite tough, especially since you
only have one life, one run. Nevertheless, you are not
alone, through each floor you will find certain characters
that can help you get stronger or get better weapons to
fight these monsters.

I love the visuals of the game. From the environments all
the way to the effect of the weapon and monster design.
The game is for sure a fun game with some challenging
twists. It deserves all the love of a rogue-lite shooter type
game, and each run can last for at least about an hour or
so.
Before I forget if you stay on a floor too long, a monster will
appear and start chasing you. (Spoiler Alert) This monster
tis the final boss.

Developer: Milkbar Lads Publisher: 2 Left Thumbs On: Windows From: Steam,Humble

DEAD ESTATE
if you like a fast-paced Gory rogue-lite shooter with a
mansion full of monster this is for sure your game.

I love how the game feels. I
was playing with a
controller and it was so
easy and smooth.

OUT ON PC - NOVEMBER 23RD (SWITCH, XB1 IN DECEMBER)
CLICK ON THE POSTER FOR THE YOUTUBE TRAILER

Read The Full In-Depth Review
by Gladiator50n Here.
Twitter: @Gladiator50n

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1300100/Spectacular_Sparky/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1300100/Spectacular_Sparky/
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/dead-estate
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
https://youtu.be/_IM9_jDCn7g
https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/09/22/if-on-a-winters-night-four-travelers/
https://www.gamesreviews.com/genres/indie/11/indie-game-review-corner-dead-estate-a-rogue-lite-shooter-game-full-with-monsters/
https://twitter.com/Gladiator50n
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Where the majority of titles in the genre are often
dungeon crawlers hacking and slashing their way
downwards into the depths of the… well, dungeon,
Evertried asks players to go in the completely
opposite direction: up. Up, up, up the tower — through
varied enemies, dangerous environments, and distinct
boss battles — and into eternal deliverance, where a
heavenly afterlife awaits worthy players.

To continuously ascend this ethereal tower, players will
need to clear each of the 50 floors of enemies before
proceeding to the next floor. The enemies vary depending
on the area (5 in all), but all of them share a common
thread: they plan their moves around yours. You might
move towards an enemy, only for it to run away. Perhaps
another enemy will charge in kind, taking advantage of

your close proximity to strike. Maybe you’ll try to get ahead
of the enemies by dashing across the blocks two at a time.
This careful dance of moving, dashing, and attacking as
quickly or as slowly as the player desires becomes the
core element of Evertried’s gameplay, each level building
upon the last.

More on that game speed — Evertried’s turn-based,
tactical gameplay coupled with enemies attacking *after*

Developer: Lunic Games Publisher: DANGEN Entertainment
On: Windows, Mac, Linux, PS4/5, XB1/X, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG

EVERTRIED
Nowhere to go but up

It definitely instills that “one
more turn” kind of feeling

from the get-go, eagerly inviting
players to die, die again.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1607040/Evertried/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1607040/Evertried/
https://www.gog.com/game/evertried
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you might make it seem like you
have all the time in the world to
strategize, but the truth is a bit more
complicated. There’s a focus meter
that slowly drains in the top right corner between attacks,
and — you guessed it — you definitely don’t want that
meter to hit zero, as you’ll lose all your collected EXP. So
while you don’t need lightning-fast reflexes to power
through these floors, it’s critical to stay focused to keep the
momentum going.

Evertried does a lot right — fans of roguelites who have
played them all and want to explore something novel might
enjoy this unique spin on turn-based tactical gameplay. If
Into The Breach was your cup of tea and you’re looking for
something with that kind of flavor, Evertried is here to take
you to new heights

Read The Full In-Depth Review
by Heather Johnson Yu of Hey
Poor Player Here.
Twitter: @HeyPoorPlayer

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1607040/Evertried/
https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/09/22/if-on-a-winters-night-four-travelers/
https://www.heypoorplayer.com/2021/11/11/evertried-review-switch/
https://twitter.com/HeyPoorPlayer
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Moonglow Bay is another entry into the ever-
growing life sim genre and feels as relaxing and
stale as many of the other entries before it.
While its voxel art aesthetic, wonderful town,
fun fishing mechanics and smooth sailing
controls are as brilliant as they are pristine, it
is hard to shake the feeling that I've done it all
before. Moonglow Bay doesn't do much to
innovate the genre, but that doesn't stop it from
being blissful, serene and fun.

It is clear from the outset that Moonglow Bay is a stunning
video game. Its vast town and uncharted seas are
beautifully brought to life through a unique voxel visual style
that makes exploring its world a simultaneously detailed yet

quirky experience. Additionally, its vibrant colour palette
and impressive lighting make it an incredibly warm and
cosy world to visit.

Watching as the boat bobs on the ebbing sea while the sun
sets on the horizon and as you wait for a fish to snag your
fishing lure is a mesmerising experience. Moonglow Bay’s
delightful aesthetic creates some truly immersive and
magic vistas that make for enchanting memorable
moments.

I also found each of the character’s designs, both in their
beautifully drawn portraits and their blocky exteriors to be
charming and creative. The developers have managed to
capture a lot of detail in each character despite the art

Developer: Bunnyhug Publisher: Coatsink On: Windows, XB1/XSX From: Steam, Epic

Treading Familiar Waters

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1361400/Moonglow_Bay/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/moonglow-bay
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1361400/Moonglow_Bay/
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Read The Full In-Depth Review
by Tom Wilson of The Game
Crater Here.
Twitter: @TheGameCrater

style’s limitations. I didn’t feel as if anyone
was unmemorable, and I caught myself
calling each character by name as I passed.

Unfortunately, I feel the running theme is that
there isn’t much in Moonglow Bay that feels
particularly special. When its all combined,
especially with the inclusion of exploration
and sailing, it feels sweet and cosy. It is
familiar in a good way, and never gets old.
The world is colourful and vibrant enough
and the minigames simple enough that
boredom isn’t something you need to worry
about.

However, for those looking for something a
little more nuanced, Moonglow Bay doesn’t
really offer that. There is a story of sorts, but
it never treads ground we haven’t seen
before. Berevment is overlooked rather
quickly, and characters act predictably, albeit
rather sweetly. It’s not particularly in-depth, but it can be
moving and occasionally fun. Fortunately, the level of
sacchrine never gets unbearable, and makes proceedings
pleasant to go through.

This won’t be for everyone, and many people will feel like
they’ve seen it all before. I sure did. But there is a sense of
genuineness and a clear amount of passion gone into this
wonderful title. The sheer amount of fish and variety in

meals you can make is a testament to the dedication
poured into it. For its modest pricepoint and amount of
content, Moonglow Bay proves itself to be a solid entry into
the life sim genre.

https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2021/09/22/if-on-a-winters-night-four-travelers/
https://www.thegamecrater.com/moonglow-bay-pc-review/amp/
https://twitter.com/TheGameCrater
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OUT NOW ON PC

https://youtu.be/kpAY5OqlNCA
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CLICK POSTER TO GO TO YOUTUBE TRAILER

https://youtu.be/kpAY5OqlNCA
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The mysteries of ancient Egypt have been a
backdrop for creative ideas for centuries.
However, instead of doing the tired old dusty
tombs and life-threatening boob traps,
Cyberwave has gifted us something different
and beautiful.

Aywa is a young adventurer searching for her missing
father, an archaeologist who never returned from his last
expedition. This is what we learn at the start, and it’s never
mentioned again until the end. That is fine though.
Hourglass is first and foremost a puzzle game, and it does
puzzles phenomenally well.

The puzzle mechanic is a simple one. Every time you step
through the shimmering doorway, you create a time clone
of yourself that lasts for a short period. This clone can
interact with buttons, pick up objects, jump - everything
except high five you (trust me, I tried).

A good puzzle game is all in the design. It needs to be

simple to understand, hard to master, and never frustrating.
Hourglass passes on all accounts. Each puzzle is designed
to teach you new methods to solve future puzzles and test
how well you are paying attention. There are some truly
out-of-the-box thinking, but it’s never so far out that you’re
left wondering how the hell you were meant to figure that
out. Instead, any time I got stuck for too long, I would look
up a walkthrough and shout “of course!!”

Normally I would comment on the environment lacking
variety, as it is pretty much the same throughout the game.
However, it is so appealing and calming that I am going to
give it a pass. The minimalist shading and lighting lets the
level design shine through- and who doesn’t appreciate a
clear blue sky?

Developer: Cyberwave Publisher: Cyberwave On: Windows From: Steam

Co-op puzzle platformer where you are your best
partner

This clone can interact
with buttons, pick up
objects, jump - everything

except high five you (trust me,
I tried).

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1212410/Hourglass/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1212410/Hourglass/
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1548750/Conway_Disappearance_at_Dahlia_View/
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Conway: Disappearance At Dahlia View is one
of the best games I’ve played. Quite the opener,
but that’s how I feel about this detective game
available on Steam. Do be aware that it isn’t
perfect, and there’s a fair amount of flaws, but
I’m not wrong in knowing what I like.

You play Robert Conway – a decorated war veteran, turned
P.I., now a retiree bound to a wheelchair and second-floor
apartment. The year is 1954, and Robert has just awoken
to a disturbance outside. A young girl has been kidnapped,
and he has every intention of finding her.

It’s an exciting period to cover as there isn’t the internet or
mobile phones. Restricting our protagonist to a wheelchair
and what is essentially a gated cul-de-sac location in
London, you’re very much left to your internal monologues
and eventual interactions with a small cast.

Armed with a camera, he’ll peer from his window in
voyeuristic fashion, zooming in and out to take photos as
evidence. His bathroom is a converted dark room. But
staying stagnant in the apartment won’t bring in any other
evidence, so Robert uses any means necessary to get the
answers he seeks. Some eyebrows are raised, and while
you understand why he’s doing it, you have to question
some of his methods.

Developer: White Paper Games Publisher: Sold Out
On: Windows, PS4/5, XB1/X, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, Epic

A Hitchcock-like detective story, Conway:
Disappearance At Dahlia View follows Robert Conway
locate the whereabouts of a missing girl from Dahlia

View.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1548750/Conway_Disappearance_at_Dahlia_View/
https://www.gog.com/game/conway_disappearance_at_dahlia_view
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/conway-disappearance-5d6354
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There are minimal dialogue paths, but occasionally a
conversation will provide some key topics you would like to
consider, which will change the flow of dialogue. For the
most part, it remains on rails, but believe it or not, this works
in its favour and to some degree, Conway: Disappearance
At Dahlia View is like an interactive movie.

The voyeuristic elements and neighbourhood conspiracies
may wink towards Hitchcock’s Rear Window, but the
directors signature is throughout. Paranoia, identity and the
role of authority are all prevalent. As a genuine Hitchcock
fan, quite possibly one of my favourite filmmakers, I was in
my element. Throughout the many objects you can pick up,
there were often authors with the same name. Ah, the
Macguffin…

That movie comparison relates to the static camera angles.
I loved this decision as White Paper Games controls us as
an audience, allowing them to focus on points of interest
rather than wandering off into invisible walls. The framing
creates tension, drama and claustrophobia in some
respects. Pretty interesting as Conway: Disappearance At
Dahlia View is a very slow-moving game.

Final Thoughts
Unfortunately, there aren’t any manual save points in the
game, and due to the pacing, it’s a game that is hard to
revisit immediately. Yes, Robert moves slowly, and the
camera angles can be frustrating at points (but that didn’t
hurt the original Resident Evil games). Despite these flaws,
I maintain that Conway: Disappearance At Dahlia View is
one of the best games I’ve played in terms of story, mise
en scène (showing off now) and characterisations. At the
very least, it’s one of the best crime/detective narratives
this year.
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Article by Vulgar Knight

Read The Full In-Depth Review At The Source

Twitter: @knight_vulgar
Website: https://vulgarknight.com/

https://vulgarknight.com/conway-disappearance-at-dahlia-view-review/
https://vulgarknight.com/review/embr-review/
https://twitter.com/knight_vulgar
https://vulgarknight.com/
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OUT ON PC - JANUARY 7TH 2022

https://youtu.be/f2XroUWSAQU
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CLICK POSTER TO GO TO YOUTUBE TRAILER

https://youtu.be/f2XroUWSAQU
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”The strongest selling point
of Inscryption is its game
design.”

The duality of games makes it so that we often
desire novelty, but find ourselves disappointed
once we have it. As such, it’s always a risk for
video game developers to approach an
established genre with a fresh take.
Fortunately, that’s exactly what Inscryption
does for the horror genre. First and foremost,
Inscryption is a card game, but after playing
through the game in one sitting, I quickly
realised it’s so much more.

Inscryption starts differently than most games. Instead of
starting a new game, you must finish a game that someone
else seemingly started by pressing “Continue”. Once in the
game, you meet a mysterious figure who tells you to play
cards, teaching you the basics of the game. The cards are
based on animals. However, you quickly realise that there

is something amiss when the Stoat card starts talking to
you.

As the game progresses, the mysterious figure lets you
stand up to explore your surroundings. It appears that you
found yourself trapped in a cabin. Fortunately, the Stoat,
alongside two others, have a plan to escape.

The complex story of Inscryption is told piece by piece
across the entire playthrough. Every boss, new card,
opponent, NPC and distinct part reveals a small sliver of
the truth behind Inscryption and the story of the Scrybes;
the four antagonists of the game.

Developer: Daniel Mullins Games Publisher: Devolver Digital On: Windows From: Steam, GoG, Humble, Epic

A horror paragon of our time

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1092790/Inscryption/
https://www.gog.com/game/inscryption
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/inscryption
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/inscryption-6b29ab
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1092790/Inscryption/
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Inscryption perfects immersion. The game tries to put you
into the shoes of the protagonist, Luke Carder, who is a
pack opening YouTuber. One day, he is able to purchase
some booster packs from the limited edition Inscryption
card game. In his opening video, he finds that there are
some coordinates marked on one of the cards and, after
digging at the location, he finds a floppy disk. The game you
are playing is actually that game.

After part one, you will hear Luke interject and react to
events happening in the game. In between every part, you
can watch a set of videos of Luke’s life as things get very
strange very quickly. The company that made Inscryption
in the game threatens to sue Luke if he doesn’t return the
disk. You also witness a mysterious young woman appear
at his door inquiring about the disk. These additions
submerge you deeper into the game, blurring fiction and
reality.
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In the end, Inscryption is still an absolute delight. The game
design, the immersion and the atmosphere are perfect for
Halloween. For its price, it’s absolutely worth it, and until
November 2nd, you can pick up the game on Steam for 10
per cent cheaper.

Final Thoughts
Inscryption is an outstanding horror game that will keep you
glued to your seat for your entire playthrough. The
combination of horror and deck-building is perfectly utilised,
making Inscryption the ideal game to play this spooky
season.

Article by Bhromor Rahman

Read The Full In-Depth Review At The Source

Twitter: @TheGameCrater
Website: https://www.thegamecrater.com

https://www.thegamecrater.com/inscryption-a-horror-paragon-of-our-time-pc-review/
https://vulgarknight.com/review/embr-review/
https://twitter.com/TheGameCrater
https://www.thegamecrater.com
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on the

NEXT ISSUE
my most anticipated

... we will be returning with more
cool Indie Games that I am looking
forward to trying out once they are
released.

White Shadows - Bright lights, dark
depths, and a journey where hope
seems in short supply

Firegirl - This is a Hack’n’Splash! The
one time you SHOULD be jumping into
a burning building

Madison - The amount of times I’ve
read ‘disturbing’ in the Steam
description tells me this is probably
quite disturbing.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1158890/White_Shadows/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1608550/Firegirl_Hack_n_Splash_Rescue/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1670870/MADiSON/
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Grab a bowl full of IndieGames and
...DIG IN!!
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